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What are some examples of bad slide design?
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By the end of this workshop, you should be able to:
• explain the relationship between working memory, long-term memory 

& slides that are effective for learning 

• summarize Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory as it relates to slide 
design 

• apply Mayer’s principles from his applied Cognitive Theory of 
Multimedia Learning 

• recognize the effective use of different forms of graphical 
representations 

• go back to your slides and implement at least a few of these tips to 
help your students learn more effectively
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can you reproduce the symbol         
I showed a minute ago?
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Schemas are mental 
models of the world.
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Reducing extraneous 
cognitive load 
provides more 
capacity for germane 
cognitive load.

Sweller, Merrienboer & Paas (1998); Paas, van Gog & Sweller (2010)
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The cognitive 
theory of 
multimedia 
learning  is an 
applied approach 
aimed at 
reducing 
extraneous load. Mayer (2001)
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People learn more effectively with a 
combination of words & pictures than 
from either one alone.

multimedia principle

Mayer & Moreno (2003)
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Images are 
represented by 
both a visual and 
verbal code.

dogwords

modality principle

images visual

auditory

Mayer & Moreno (2003)
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The redundancy principle refers to the fact that 
when text on screen is the same as the information 
being conveyed verbally information is encoded 
less effectively. People are busy reading the text 
instead of listening to the information that a person 
is trying to convey overwhelming both the visual 
and verbal channels, but people can’t stop 
themselves from reading. Stop reading this. 
Seriously, stop reading this and pay attention to 
what I am saying. Fine, if you’ve gotten this far, 
please pat your head.

Mayer & Moreno (2003)
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Fenesi & Kim (2014)
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how do you use 
bullet points?

People remember grammatical 
sentences better than lists of 
words.

Dukewich & Nicolas (in prep)
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let’s translate
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Copying from 
a classmate or 
the internet is 
plagiarism.

Buying a paper or 
having someone else 
write it for you is 
plagiarism.

Recycling a paper without 
permission is  
plagiarism.

let’s translate
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decorative graphics*

… can be distracting.
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representational graphics

The frontal lobe is 
involved in higher-order 
cognitive processes.
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Quebec City is 
north of Kingston 
on the St. Lawrence 
River.

representational graphics
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relational graphics
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organizational graphics
24



remember/know procedure

recollectionepisodicremember

familiaritysemanticknow

organizational graphics
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• open space 

• perception: close 
to nature 

• house prices 

• job opportunities

causes of suburbanization

Push Factors Pull Factors
• congestion & 

population density 

• pollution from 
industry & traffic 

• perception: lower 
quality of life
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pollution from industry & traffic

perception: lower quality of life

open space

perception: close to nature

house prices

job opportunities

The causes for 
suburbanization 
included both 
push and pull 
factors. 

organizational graphics
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organizational graphics

Duarte (2012)
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Remove extraneous material,

in all forms.

Mayer & Moreno (2003)

coherence principle
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Tangen, Constable, et al (2011) 

coherence principle

Images that are 
“decorative” can 
be helpful for 
learning as long as 
they’re related.m
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Tangen, Constable, et al (2011) 
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coherence principle

Images that are 
“decorative” can 
be helpful for 
learning as long as 
they’re related.
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Plass, Heidig, Hayward, Homer & Um (2013)
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coherence principle: 
the caveat
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Words & corresponding text should be 
spatially & temporally aligned.

Mayer & Moreno (2003)

contiguity principle
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Mayer & Moreno (2003)

Words & corresponding text should be 
spatially & temporally aligned.

contiguity principle
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how would you improve this?
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Greenstone, Hornbeck & Moretti (2010)

winning
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losing
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all US
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total per capital  
earnings

employment 
 population ratio

manufacturing 
labor share

$17 417
$20 628

$11 259

.535

.579

.461

.314

.251 .252*

*

*

1 year prior to the opening of a million dollar plant

Greenstone, Hornbeck & Moretti (2010)
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Signalling is a way to 
point at things you want 
people to pay attention 
to.

Mayer & Moreno (2003)
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signalling
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pay attention to this

now this
look over here!

builds can also serve as 
reminders of what you 

want to say
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Thomson, Smilek & Besner (2012) - Expt 1
• study phase:

• participants presented with word pairs

• capitalized = recall target

• two conditions: 

• rhymed ex. raw-PAW

• semantic ex. dog-PAW

• rate rhyming/semantic relation strength

• “try to remember target, use context word”

• test phase:
• participants give cue, asked to recall target

• two conditions:

• rhyme cue: “rhymes with raw”

• semantic cue: “associated with dog”

• recall target word

• study x test fully crossed to produce match/mismatch
• ex. match: study (rhyme) + test (rhyme)

• ex. mismatch: study (rhyme) + test (semantic)
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cues

Rhymes  
with 
raw.

Rhyme 
cue
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Associated  
with  
dog.

mismatches

study test

Rate rhyming/semantic 
relation, try to remember 

target but use context 
words to aide you.

Recall the target word by 
typing it into the screen.

signalling: builds & animations
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Mayer & Moreno (2003)
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These principles are  
guidelines, not rules
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It’s the end of this workshop! You should be able to:
• explain the relationship between working memory, long-term memory 

& slides that are effective for learning 

• summarize Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory as it relates to slide 
design 

• apply Mayer’s principles from his applied Cognitive Theory of 
Multimedia Learning 

• recognize the effective use of different forms of graphical 
representations 

• go back to your slides and implement at least a few of these tips to 
help your students learn more effectively
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